
COMMISSIONS



PET PORTRAITS 
WITH PERSONALITY

Commission a bespoke piece from one of five outstanding contemporary artists

SAM ELLIS
DEBBIE BOON

JENNIFER HOGWOOD
NICK HOLDSWORTH

VALERIE SIMMS

 FOR YOURSELF…
A beautifully composed portrait of your beloved pet captures not only their 
likeness but also their character, and shows how much they mean to you.

 

FOR A LOVED ONE…
Does a friend or family member have an animal in their life who means the 

world to them? A portrait of a cherished companion is a uniquely thoughtful and 
personal gift that will last a lifetime.

 

FOREVER…
A pet portrait is more than a likeness or a record - it is a celebration and a 

memory to treasure for years to come.



PERSONALITY WITH PEDIGREE
 

Sam has forged a highly individual approach which has evolved over 
the years into a loose, dynamic and recognisable style. Her bold, 

contemporary take on a range of themes is characterised by intricate 
design, vivid colours and a strong sense of energy and movement.

 
Sam is also an enthusiastic dog lover and her enchanting, true to 

life portrayals have won her a whole new following. Each expression 
is perfectly captured with immense charm and liveliness and 

every individual character comes across with its own unique set of 
attributes that you will recognise and love immediately.











STYLES

Principal Pet Portrait on Canvas

Principal Pet Portrait on Canvas

Principal Pet Portrait on Canvas

Principal Pet Portrait on Canvas

Principal Pet Portrait on Canvas

SIZES

30” x 30”

40” x 30”

40” x 40”

48” x 48”

60” x 40”

COMMISSION PRICE

£1,995

£2,450

£2,795

£3,750

£3,995
COMMISSIONS



ACCURACY AND AFFECTION
 

Many years of painting animals, from the wildlife of forest and 
field to beloved pets, have given Debbie a unique insight into the 

characteristics of whole host of creatures and won her a formidable 
reputation in the UK and beyond. Whether she is portraying a 

magnificent horse emanating power and energy or a favourite family 
dog, each image demonstrates her consummate gift for capturing 

characters and creating a narrative with oil on canvas.
 

Debbie’s deeply personal interpretations have energy and vivacity, 
wit and charm, and reflect the joie de vivre of both artist and subject.













STYLES
 

Single head and shoulders 
or pet portrait

Pet Portrait 
(Single head/Partial body)

Pet Portrait 
(Two dogs)

SIZES
 

24” x 24”

28” x 28”

36” x 28”

COMMISSION PRICE
 

£2,995

£3,500

£4,500COMMISSIONS



PARTY ANIMALS
 

Jennifer has a love of animals which has informed and inspired her work 
for many years. Her most recent collections feature an exotic array of 

creatures expressed in a fabulous range of monochromes, colours, styles 
and finishes and stunning embellishments including diamond dust and gold 
leaf. This increases the impact of these bold centrepiece paintings, and as 
she comments, “gives these wonderful animals the attention they deserve”

With her pet portraits however, Jen’s particular gift is to bring out the side 
of your relationship with your pet that you most value.











Vibrant colours and vigorous brush strokes 
make for a celebration of the fun loving, 

lively side of your relationship with your pet.



These detailed monochrome portraits are 
a reminder of the gentle, more peaceful 

moments you share.



STYLES
 

Pet portrait on Canvas

Pet portrait on Canvas

Pet portrait on Canvas

Pet portrait on Canvas

SIZES
 

24” x 24”

28” x 28”

32” x 32”
36” x 30”

40” x 30”

COMMISSION PRICE
 

£1,995

£2,195

£2,450

£2,595

COMMISSIONS



SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT…
 

Nick Holdsworth is one of the most innovative and inventive portrait artists 
working in the UK, and he will show you your pet in a way you have never 

seen them before!

Nick’s thoroughly modern, cutting edge technique uses a combination 
of digital manipulation, witty graphic work and hand painting. This 

complex yet playful creative process adds an unexpected dimension 
to every portrait he undertakes. Each one is ingeniously built around a 

specific graphic (as shown), and represents an inventive riff on your pet’s 
personality, or perhaps on yours….

Please note: Nick can choose the icon to create his signature pixelation, but 
he welcomes requests for the icon that will best bring your pet to life.

HOLDSWORTH
N I C K











STYLES
 

Single head and shoulders 
or pet portrait

Single head and shoulders 
or pet portrait

Compositional pieces and full figures

Compositional pieces and full figures

SIZES
 

24” x 24”

24” x 31”

43” x 32”

47” x 35”

COMMISSION PRICE
 

£2,950

£3,250

£3,750

£3,950

HOLDSWORTH
N I C K
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PERFECTION IN PASTELS
 

Valerie has had a lifelong love of portraiture and has always been fascinated by 
facial features, whether human or animal. She is particularly drawn to the eyes 
and starts the majority of her portraits there, using them as an anchor point or 

foundation on which the rest of the image is built. Each animal’s face holds your 
gaze and looks back at you with real expression and every detail of fleece, fur 

and feather is so perfect as to seem almost tangible.

“My love of portraiture draws me to a realistic style in pastels. I immerse myself 
in my artwork and it gives me a great sense of achievement to complete a 
portrait and all the more fulfilling is the emotional response that my clients 

experience when it ’s personal to them.”

LE IE







LE IE STYLES
 

Pet Portrait Commission

Pet Portrait Commission

Pet Portrait Commission

Pet Portrait Commission

SIZES
 

28” x 20”

20” x 20”

20” x 16”

16” x 12”

COMMISSION PRICE
 

£2,395

£2,095

£1,995

£1,695COMMISSIONS




